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The Smart Contract, Centralized
and Decentralized Applications Platform

Smart Contracts Applications?

Smart contract applications include financial purposes such
as investing, borrowing, lending and trading.

Healthcare,

and real estate as well as gaming can be used in this kind of
applications; as well as more complex applications involving

like having digital assets being directly controlled by a piece
of code implementing arbitrary rules ("smart contracts") or
even entire corporate structures can be used to configure
even blockchain based centralized (CEX), decentralized
(DEX) autonomous organizations (DAOs).

Ethereum blockchain

A Decentralized blockchain platform that a peer-to-peer
network establishes that securely executes and verifies
application code is called smart contracts. Without a trusted
central authority allow participants to transact with each
other by the Smart contracts.

Binance

Binance is a cryptocurrency exchange in which is the largest
exchange in the world in terms of daily trading volume of
cryptocurrencies.

BEP-20 Smart Contract

Binance Smart Chain token standard is BEP-20. It's quite similar
to Ethereum's ERC20 standard; in other word, it expands on it.
BEP20 sets rules that should be follow by the all tokens
created on Binance Smart Contract (BSC).

Programmable blockchain with support for smart contracts
and compatible with EVM, makes it a good piece of codes
for building decentralized applications.

Azuray AZY

Azuray AZY is a decentralized blockchain application that
built on BEP-20 Smart Contract.

Vision
Azuray AZY is a member token of the Financial Support
Project Module. This module is a member of an enterprise
blockchain

project

"

The

Project

VR

".

Azuray AZY BSC BEP20 Token is a member of crypto financial
support

module.

Azuray was designed due to the recent needs of P2P
transactions solutions.

Azuray AZY is not a Security token
It’s not exactly the security. It looking alike. Actually, in the
very first stage we decided to dedicate with the projects are

already in the R&D mode. And some of them are about to
be finalized.
To dedicate with the projects, the reason was that, that is
quite clear, to provide a consistent amount of money in the
backup to persist the projects sustainable and scalable.
The Financials module would remain confident concerning
the financial need but we are not totally dependent on it it a
real public to public currency not the security, briefly its quite
should be clear, we think.

Life time of Azuray AZY Token

The stability of Azuray AZY bep20 token related to the
strategy inspired by the trend of the financial markets. Due to
the fake blockchain projects revolving in the market because

of the fame of the crypto currencies of the market we
decided to launch C-EXINS’s own blockchain project to
make investments stable and secure as well as which could
be in the interest of the every market investors.

Smart Contract was the fastest way to bring C-EXINS’s ideas
into the reality. We chose the Binance Smart Contract BEP20, a better solutions for our blockchain tradable crypto
currency like bitcoin.

Azuray

AZY

Trade

with Pairs

BNB/AZY,

MINTME/AZY

Created & owned by the C-EXINS Blockchain Department.
Launched on15 of May, 2022. Built on Binance Smart Chain
Technology.

Successfully tested swap-ability with ( BNB / Azuray AZY ) on
pancake.finance/swap , Trade with the pairs ( MINTME /
Azuray AZY ) on Mintme.com Exchange.

Azuray AZY listed on Coins listing Markets

Azuray AZY is listed on several crypto currency price updates
portals providing the 24/7 market capital ticking facilities.

Roadmap & Timeline of the Azuray AZY project

Step 1:
Created/Owned

Step 2:
Initial Launched for Swap at https://pancake.finance/swap

Step 3:
Enlist on Coin/Token/NFT/Exchange listing sites

Step 4:
Enlist on Exchanges

Step 5:
Open for Trade

Step 6:
Get included into StableCoin to Azuray AZY bep-20 Token

Step 7:
Design & developments for the Azuray AZY ecosystem

Step 8:
Create the market place for Azuray AZY

Step 9:
Payment Processor for easy payments

Step 10:
Tools & features

Step 11:
Integrity & Scalability

Step X:
Sustainability Calibration & Stability

Azuray AZY would be available for trade on exchanges right
after the completion of required legal documentation
“ Legal opinion letter “, where needed, to increase the trust
and reliability of the Azure AZY BSC BEP20 token. And for the
accomplishment of the buy’s safety levels as well.
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Azuray AZY BEP20 Token (Contract Address)
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Keep in touch you w ould find detailed updated White Paper
after few days.

Thanks for the Patience.
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